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FROM THE PRESIDENT

Dear members,
 I sincerely hope that you have had a
relaxing break over the festive
season and that the ubiquitous levels
of high anxiety and confusion
generated by the pandemic situation
have not impacted markedly on your
sense of well-being and positivity.
The resurgence of craft in general
and ceramics in particular may be
seen as one positive outcome in
these parlous times.

A great sense of connectedness and positivity amongst the clay community
was apparent at our Christmas function that was so generously hosted by
Andrea and Vlado Vincovic at their delightful residence in Lesmurdie. Complete
with a fire twirling performance by Cat Connor, the evening was marked by lots
of clay related conversation, laughter and networking amongst our increasingly
diverse membership. Thank you very much Andrea, Vlado and Cat for your
generosity and efforts.
This year looks to be shaping up to present more constructive and stimulating
possibilities and opportunities for ceramic practitioners in Western Australia.
Particularly exciting are the collaborative potentials with the Arts Gallery of
Western Australia. Recently Janet Hummerston and I had the privilege of
meeting with the new director of the gallery Colin Walker whom the Association
first made contact with when he kindly judged and opened or selective
exhibition in Fremantle last year
We had a diverse and encouraging discussion about a range of issues
associated with the Art Gallery and ceramic practice in the state.
We used the information provided in the AGWA Strategic Vision from 2020-
2025 and, in particular, the goals of the gallery as a basis for our discussion
and were able to identify how and where the goals of the Gallery and the goals
of our Ceramic Arts Association connect.
For your reference, the goals of the Art Gallery are:
AGWA GOALS:
Goals
These are the Goals we want to achieve over the life of the next five years.
They are an integrated whole, equal in priority. As we open ourselves to new
conversations and evolve as an institution, these Goals may be refined or
change over time.
 1. To support and drive artistic ambition through the creation of bold and
adventurous exhibitions, experiences and programs, produced in collaboration
with artists, artistic communities and audiences.
2. To build audiences through engaging, welcoming and involving the broadest
possible extent of our Western Australian community and visitors in our
programs.
 3. To develop, exhibit, maintain and care for the State Art Collection to ensure
that it remains the pre-eminent public art collection in Western Australia. To
deepen holdings of Western Australian art and to more fully represent the
community of artists and arts of our region.
 4. To become a laboratory for arts learning, academic inquiry, experimentation
and creative research in partnership with the education sector, academic
institutions, Aboriginal cultural authorities, and multi-generational audiences.
 5. Through acknowledging and working in partnership with Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander peoples as the First Peoples of Australia, enhance our
exploration of historical and contemporary Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
art and cultures.
6. To engage our neighbours in Asia and across the Indian Ocean Rim in
mutually beneficial creative projects.
7. To improve our economic and environmental sustainability.
 8. To ensure artist-led lifelong learning, creative and social programs have
maximum impact in socio-economic areas where they will benefit most.
9. To increase our expertise and improve our working environment. 10.To
improve our capital infrastructure and site plan in order to become a major
attraction for visitors in the Perth Cultural Centre (PCC) and the State.
 
More information is available on the AGWA website under ‘Strategic Vision”
As you can see, the goals of AGWA and CAAWA are thoroughly consistent and
we look forward to a very fruitful and positive connection developing in the
coming years. (If you want to look at the CAAWA goals, visit the CAAWA
website). Also remember that you may have an image of your work featured on
the website by filling in the ‘Contact’ form and supplying a quality image! Please
do so! The more the better)
Our discussions with Colin centred on these connections and how we could
build a relationship between AGWA and CAAWA (and potentially other craft
associations) in WA by identifying our common vision. It was a positive and
fruitful conversation.
We chatted about the ceramic collection at AGWA and the collection policy in
relation to Western Australian/ Australian/ International / Historical ceramics
and the criteria for being collected.
We also spoke about thematic, conceptual and historical themed ceramic
exhibition programme development in ceramics and particularly about ceramic
exhibitions that may be associated with the WA hosted Ceramic Triennial in
2025.
We were most encouraged by discovering the intention of the gallery to hold
some specific ceramic exhibitions in the next few years and that they are
developing a ‘Design Hub’ that will provide provision for organizations such as
CAAWA to hold ‘Pop Up’ events and utilize this new prestige environment for
members to sell their work.
 For those of you interested in the details of the ceramic collection and how it is
documented it is worth looking online to see the scope of the collection. Not all
works are currently documented photographically. This will be an ongoing
priority for the Gallery.
Can I encourage you all to have a look at some of the 1734 ceramic objects
currently held by AGWA to see what is there and maybe to develop an idea of
how the collection could be expanded and further developed in order to fully
describe ceramic practice in WA.
This is the link to the AGWA collection.
We also talked at length about educational aspects of the CAAWA: MUD
(Make, Understand, Do) programme and how AGWA might become a partner
in in terms of as a venue for talks by having access to the lecture theatre and
meeting spaces and the educational section and developing seminars and
promoting academic inquiry, research and writing related to ceramics.
 A most positive outcome was the undertaking to develop partnerships
 between AGWA curators and CAAWA to fulfil these wonderful opportunities.
Our MUD committee has already held its first meeting of the year and has
commenced planning up to six events this year at various venues in Perth and
hopefully beyond.
The first event will be held at Studio P in Leederville and feature the highly
proficient production potter Judy Nastov. Judy has been potting for many years
and sells her work at Fremantle markets. It will be an opportunity to observe a
master of the wheel produce a range of forms in an efficient and consistent
manner to produce beautiful functional objects of quality and to learn some
‘tricks of the trade’.
 The proprietors of Studio P Vaughan and Katie have developed a vibrant and
relaxed studio for the making pottery in a fun and creative atmosphere and
CAAWA thanks them for their positivity and willingness to share the space for
this event. We hope to see you there on Sunday 13th February at 2 pm. Studio

P is felicitously situated near cafés, bars and restaurants so you may wish to
consider getting a group together and continuing on afterwards.
Let’s make 2022 a year of positive thoughts and inclusivity as we continue to
promote the production and appreciation of ceramics and craft in general in
Western Australia and in broader forums nationally and internationally
Carpe Diem! ( Seize the Clay!)
Warm Regards, Bernard

 

COVID 19 UPDATE

How is Covid response and the opening borders going to affect our small business,
pottery group or studio?

This is a question lots of you are asking, and frankly if you are not, you should be.
I have spent many hours searching through the relevant websites and listened to the
webinars on the subject in order to save you some time and bring you the summary of
requirements.
Brace yourselves for a bumpy ride and dreary but necessary read:
From Monday 31 January 2022, proof of vaccination requirements has expanded to more
businesses, and it will affect some of you. While art or pottery studios are not specifically
listed on the government website as venues requiring a proof of vaccination from patrons;
if you manage or work at the studio that has membership or provides classes - you
operate an indoor entertainment venue, so are covered by the Mandate in terms of
being required to ask for proof of vaccination or a certificate of exemption. 
That is advice from the Chamber of Arts and Culture.
On their webinar: Vaccination mandates Information session, CACWA lawyer explains
that there are multiple laws and other things that need to be taken into account in relation
to the covid response:

Public Health Directions- issued by the Chief Medical Officer (although they are not
laws voted through the parliament, they have the force of law. However, they can
change tomorrow)
Health and safety laws (which have changed this January from OHS act 1984 to
Work Health and Safety act 2020)
Negligence (failing to take reasonable care)
Employment law and workers compensation
The right to choose who attends your premises

 
In short, Public Health Directions trumps the right to choose who attends your premises as
if you do not comply you can be found negligent and in breach of duty of care.
It is an offence to fail to comply with the Directions. The maximum penalty for this offence
is: imprisonment for 12 months or a fine of $50,000; a fine of $5000 for each separate and
further offence.
Apart from that, risk of exposing workers (including contractors and volunteers) as well as
customers, clients, suppliers or trades to COVID by not having a policy of mandatory
vaccination is covered by the Work Health and Safety act 2020. You should also have
safety plan which includes distancing, cleaning/disinfecting, ventilating, mask mandates…..
Workers compensation insurance covers the work-related medical costs of workers
(broader term than employees, see above), but not owners/directors.
If a customer or worker raises the issue of discrimination in regards of vaccination status,
rest assured: Vaccination status is not a discriminatory ground –i.e.,  you can discriminate
on the basis of vaccination status.
For Practical tips for managing proof of vaccination requirements check:
https://www.smallbusiness.wa.gov.au/blog/practical-tips-managing-proof-vaccination-requirements

 Andrea Vinkovic
The views and opinions expressed are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect
the position of CAAWA.
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BUSINES SIDE OF THINGS

PRICING AND SELLING
This is a huge topic and I have asked several artists  to share their views and
experience, which they very generously did. I think that you will find valuable

advice here, as well as reassurance that there are multitudes of approaches, so
you are bound to find one that works for you.

Q: How do you work out the price for your work?
D: This is a tricky question as it has really evolved over time. To be honest,
when I first started selling my work, I literally took note of all the time it took to
make each piece within a series or group. So, for example how long it took to
do each step for a range of sizes and designs, so I could go back and use this
guide going forward with other series. Then I added material costs and decided
on a base rate price for my hourly time. This generally meant I worked for
minimum wage. I soon realised that if I wanted to wholesale my creations, I
would only get half that amount again, so I had to be realistic with what I
charged, but also not overworking myself for free. 
I recommend to do some research- see what price others are charging for
something similar. Remember there is value to what you do, so do not
undercharge, you are making it all by hand. 
Also remember that you will get faster at what you do, what once took me an
hour can now take 10 minutes, therefore my hourly “wage” also increases. And
finally- people often asked me- “how long does it take you to make this piece?”-
I.e a Mug. I could say it takes 1 hour over a week. But the reality is it has taken
me 16 years to make that mug, as I continue to develop and learn new skills
every day, and this all goes towards making the final product. 
F: Like many people, I think I suffer from imposter syndrome because I am not
formally trained in ceramics and have come to it late in my career. It is hard for
me to put a price on my work and I am often told prices are too low. I have
received great advice from Sandra Black in this area and another friend who is
good at retail. 
With my earlier work I looked around for comparable items and worked out from
there. It has taken me a while to work out the type of ceramics I would like to
produce going forward - less functional and more ornamental. Now there is
nothing much out there that is comparable to my work, which is kind of cool so
from this point of view the gallery owners/managers have been helpful in
confirming I am on the right track with my pricing.
Belonging to the South of the River Potters Club also helps with gauging what
work is worth.
H: I decided on my baseline price by looking at what my peers were selling for
comparable pieces. I then increased the baseline price for pieces that require
additional work or pieces which are made from more expensive clay.
M: Most of my products have had the same price for a long time. Every now
and then I raise my prices or amend something to a lower price if I think the
price point wasn’t right. But they have been pretty stable for a long time now.
When I was first pricing my work, I would look at similar handmade ceramic
prices to use as a starting point. I also looked at what mass produced items of a
similar size/function were priced at to use as a comparison. It seems obvious to
me that a handmade in Australia cup is going cost more than a mass produced
in China cup. Not everyone understands this so you sometimes have to
educate people. My audience understand and respect this and are willing to
pay the difference. The trick is to find your audience and jump up and down in
front of them!
S: If I am making small ranges of works e.g. cups, jugs, cast bowls etc. I look at
what my peers are charging in that same venue and price accordingly to be
competitive. If it’s my exhibition work, I will set a price I feel my reputation and
experience warrants. I will also be guided by the exhibiting gallery as they will
have a better idea of their local market and group of collectors as to what price
is appropriate. Often, they bump up my price quite considerably when work is
sent interstate in particular as the markets there have more potential buyers.
Collectors in particular want their works to have a higher price for status and
investment purposes.
 
Q: Do you have a set wholesale price, or does it change pending on
commission?
D: I have a set wholesale price, but it changes depending on the total order
amount. For example, larger regular orders through a gallery space or shop
would receive a 50% discount. However, if they just wanted to sample order or
have a few items in their shop, or perhaps a small order of personalised items
for a café or home collection, they would receive 20-40% off, depending on how
large the order was. 
F: No, I have not been asked to do anything at wholesale cost, Profit made
depends on the commission set by the gallery/shop. 
H: I do not offer wholesale.
M: I no longer wholesale as my business model has changed. When I did
wholesale, I had a standard WS price for everyone with a minimum spend. The
client paid upfront for the work before I sent it to them. I charged my retail
customers the same recommend retail price as my wholesale customers
charged. I think it is very bad practice to have different prices for the same
product and it really annoys your wholesale clients if you undercut them!
S: I don’t always set a particular wholesale price as what I would wholesale for
here in WA would change interstate as one has to add on extra costs i.e.
packaging and freight costs and time for documentation and handling. Some
venues also charge different commission varying between 30-50% plus the
addition of GST Some venues charge the artist a % of the gallery commissions
GST if the artist isn’t registered to pay so commission becomes close to 50%.
Generally, I set a retail price here in WA that is consistent throughout venues I
sell through in WA.   

Q: Where do you sell your work (e.g., Shops, galleries, markets, online
etc.)?
D: I sell my work online through my social media pages, website, and direct
from my home studio which is open by appointment. I also do two larger open
studios a year as part of the Kalamunda hills trail, and partake in the Fremantle
Bazaar Christmas Market. 
I have my work in several larger galleries across Australia and some smaller
boutique gift shops and cafes. And I am also part of several group exhibitions,
public council shows, award nights and auctions throughout the year. 
F: At present I sell my work through a few Galleries and will look at expanding
the number of these outlets this year as well as increased participation in
competitions/exhibitions.
I have tried a number of markets with varying degrees of success. For me, this
seems to be a lot of work and preparation for an average reward. 
I have also sold work at exhibitions and belonging to the South of the River
Potters Club has been a good avenue for that. CAAWA members are also a
good reference.
I am looking at launching my own website this year and would like to have an
online shop eventually.
H: Entirely online. First through Etsy, then through a private ‘exclusive’
Facebook group, and now via my own website. I would recommend the latter.
Websites are easy to set up these days and low cost to run (the transaction
fees in particular are a lot lower than a platform like Etsy).
M: Now I sell my work from my studio, my website and markets. Previously I
attended trade fairs and sold my work around Australia to shops, galleries,
hotels, restaurants, stylists, hire venues etc.
S: I don’t do online sales as I don’t have the time or skills to set up a website at
this stage of my working life. I do however make online sales through
representing galleries and that has had good success. I have sold through a
range of venues over 50 years of practice including gift shops, state and
regional gallery shops, Open studio days once or twice a year, solo and group
shows through invitations, and Bazaar at FAC. I have also shown work in
private schools fundraising art shows but find usually they have poor displays
for ceramics, charge the artist to enter and don’t take responsibility for any
breakages. For me they just aren’t worth the time and effort. I also participate in
one annual Charity auction The Soroptimists which funds help for the homeless
as a % of the sale comes back to the artist. I have been happy on occasions to
donate extra works to charity groups I respect. These works maybe end of
runs, samples, leftover older stock I need to clear out of the studio.
Generally, I have been approached by various galleries over the years to
supply with work. The main issue when working with galleries interstate is to
make sure you have a signed contract stating terms conditions and
responsibilities of each party. Also check their reputation by contacting other
artists who are represented as to their experience with the gallery. Look at how
work is displayed and also do they pay on time!!!

Q:  What is most effective way to sell your work?
D: Tricky question- I think once you have a name for yourself and people know
your work, they seek you out however you sell. It also becomes easier to sell
directly from home/ online. 
I find if you have a regular wholesale space/ gallery/ or market this also helps
as people know where to find you. 
Over the years I have found that people really start to collect and purchase
more of my work as they realise the value of handmade, or come to realise how
I make my work and the time that goes into it. The more classes I run, or the
more I share about my process on social media or through talks and demos,
the more people are drawn to what I do. 
If you are shy about selling your work- talk about what inspired the piece, or the
process or techniques behind it. Don't force it on them as a must have item, but
as an artwork with a story, history, depth and quality. Or get someone else to
sell it for you 

😉

  
F: Through galleries. I don't enjoy putting myself out there and saying 'look at
me and this great work I have produced' so to have someone do that on my
behalf is worth the commission. It does require patience though. As a small
batch producer, it also takes the pressure of having to constantly produce work.
H: Social media. Instagram and Facebook in particular have been crucial to my
success. To use get the most out of social, taking excellent, well-lit photos is
crucial - this doesn’t have to be fancy, an iPhone (or any smart phone) has a
good enough camera. Keep the piece as the focal point, make sure the
background isn’t cluttered - think a blank wall as a backdrop rather than a
messy living room. And showing your work in use (i.e.: a cup with coffee in it, or
a planter with a plant in it) really helps too.
M: Due to social media artists in the last few years have been much better
placed to sell directly to their customers by marketing their products directly into
people’s SM feeds. Collecting people’s emails and sending regular non
spammy emails works well too. I am about to embark on some online training to
help me learn more about how best to improve my digital marketing. It’s a fast
moving and ever evolving beast!
S: Probably through exhibitions in reputable top end galleries who have a long
track record and a stable of well-established and recognized artists. They also
need to have a good online presence, a strong sales record and ability to
attract major corporate and public institution collections curators.  After that
established regional Galleries in active tourist areas such as Gunyulgup in the
Margaret River area.
It’s important to build a good relationship with your gallery owners by being
reliable and supplying work on time to meet their deadlines. Good galleries do
also respect the fact that issues may sometimes be out of your control i.e. kiln
meltdowns, family tragedies, freight holdups. Keep your gallery well informed of
any issues and the progress of your work.
I have found doing Bazaar at FAC once a year has also been an effective
market place for a Xmas top up. It has created a group of regular followers and
is an opportunity to add new clients to one’s data base. I also post a notice on
FB for these events but as to how effective that is, it’s hard to judge.
 Anon: Instagram is most effective.

Q: What is most enjoyable?
D: I love working in porcelain clay- the throwing process on the wheel, the
rhythm of the clay spinning and finding its centre, and evolving from a lump to a
vessel form is so meditative for me. 
Just as enjoyable is the carving process- as I often use the vessel as a canvas
to tell my story, to share my illustrations of the native bushland that surrounds
me. Watching the ribbons of clay fall down, and an image emerge with such
texture and life of its own is exciting.  
F: The idea that someone thinks my ceramics are good enough to have in their
home or give as a gift and receiving that remittance advice via email.
H: Creating the work. Knowing that I’m producing a quality product for my
customers is very important to me. Achieving that is very satisfying.
M: I loved the build-up, organising, marketing, styling etc of the trade fairs but
hated the actual fairs! They are very expensive, stressful and I am not a natural
sales person. Plus, I’m an introvert!!
I enjoy learning new ways to share my work with new audiences, and think it's
really important to keep learning and exploring.
S: Seeing people enjoying your exhibitions and of course lots of red stickers!!!.
Also being able to relax once your work is delivered and is being beautifully
displayed and well lit.
Opening a successful kiln firing is always a big buzz.
Best of all I treasure the lovely letters, photos of my work in their new homes
and messages I have received over the years from people who have collected
my work. Finally it’s the beautiful friendships made with fellow artists and
seeing the joy in my students as they discover their own skills and talents in this
great medium.
 
Q: Do you have advice for newbies?
D: Do it for the joy, the love, the passion. When that runs out, move onto
something new and exciting. Persevere through the challenges. Work with your
strengths, and if you can, help others along the way to your success. 
F: Find a mentor. Sandra Black has been that for me and it's always great to
have someone to bounce ideas off or confirm you are on the right track whether
creatively or in a business sense.  Patience! You may get discouraged that your
work is not selling and think your prices are too high but it will happen. Don't
sell your work until you are really happy with it.
Underpricing your work just to sell it, undervalues other people's work.
H: Ask questions from people who have done it before. Whether about the
creation process, selling process, or postage process, there’s lots of knowledge
out there and 99% of people are very happy to share - you just need to ask.
M: Be brave. Look around at what other people are doing, how they price their
work, what platforms they use to market and sell. Be multifaceted ie sell in a
number of different forums. Have great images. Make sure your product is
unique to you so that over time your audience can learn to easily identify your
work, feel connected to it and want to keep buying it.
S: Start small, research current trends, focus on quality in your work i.e., finish
smooth bases, good handles, correct weight for purpose, pouring spouts that
don’t drip. Don’t overprice. Ask established artists for their advice on what you
are making for constructive criticism. Offer some labour in exchange for help.
Test out your ideas by doing some markets by yourself or with others to assess
the public’s response. Be aware what is trendy now will change so be flexible.
Develop your own style and don’t copy other artist’s work. Be inspired by others
but find your own unique identity. Join a pottery group for friendship and
support and access to many people with a range of skills and experience.
Know your ceramic technology making sure glazes are safe for food related
vessels. Have a small handout to go with your work to let clients know how to
clean their purchase, if work is food and oven safe. Know if your glaze is
dishwasher safe. Some glazes will corrode over time and decals and lustres will
eventually wear off with the alkaline soaps used in dishwashers. Don’t over
commit yourself to many suppliers if you don’t have the skills, equipment or
capacity to fulfil large orders on time. Always get a legal contract drawn up
when supplying to new outlets to protect yourself from rip-offs.
Join the Copyright Council of Australia to protect your unique designs.
Anon: find your own style and make effort to distinguish yourself from others.

SEEKING

SEEKING GAS KILN FOR LUSTRE FIRING
I’m a Perth based potter keen to explore with lustre firings and silver nitrate
glazes. I’m seeking someone with a gas fired kiln to conduct a lustre firing to
~700degC, and then open the kiln for witnessed reduction of between 30
seconds and 3 minutes. This produces initially some flames (a hazard that can
be managed safely), and smoke. Most concerns from those approached so far
have been regarding smoke and neighbours.
If you think you might be able to help, I would be glad to pay for the firing and
your time. Please contact me on odettadavisondesigns@gmail.com or 0403
257 937 to discuss further :)
Many thanks!
Odetta
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